DIGITAL MASTER THESIS SUBMISSION FOR INCLUSION IN THE FRANCES LOEB LIBRARY COLLECTION

The Frances Loeb Library will deposit a digital copy of each thesis in Harvard’s Digital Repository
Service (DRS) as long as it follows the Recommended Standards below, AND the Additional
Recommended Standards for DRS Deposit. The advantage of depositing a digital copy in DRS is that it
will allow for preservation and access to your thesis in digital form.

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS:
Submission to the library for digital theses MUST be in a disc with a SINGLE PDF file (PC or MAC) ***SEE
IMPORTANT PDF CREATION INSTRUCTIONS***
-

Naming of the file must have the following naming convention:
Title_Author [last name, first name]_Degree_Year.pdf (if a PC file)
Title_Author_Degree_Year_MAC.pdf (if a MAC file)

-

IMPORTANT: Submission must be accompanied by a front page that includes all signatures
required by your academic department for acceptance of the thesis. The following statement
MUST also be included on that page:
“The author hereby grants Harvard University permission to reproduce and distribute copies
of this thesis, in whole or in part, for educational purposes.”
You can submit this page as a paper copy for the library to scan and add at the beginning of your
digital thesis.

-

Any additional files not included in the required PDF file (e.g. any multimedia files) will not be
made available through HOLLIS. However, if you want to include these files in the disc as
SEPARATE files from your required PDF file, we may deposit them in DRS as an “opaque object”
for preservation purposes, but they will not be accessible in the immediate future. If submitting
videos, the following are options of required formats for submission to DRS: Cinema DNG image
sequence; DPX image sequence; DV (when the source is DV tape); MPEG-2; Uncompressed 8 bit
or 10 bit in QuickTime wrapper; JPEG 2000 Lossless in MXF wrapper.

*** IMPORTANT PDF CREATION INSTRUCTIONS *** For FLL to be able to deposit your PDF file to DRS, a
PDF/A is the REQUIRED format if the thesis document is created in Microsoft Word or Open Office; if the
thesis document is created in Adobe Illustrator or in Adobe InDesign the REQUIRED format is PDF (PDF/A
cannot be created). The DRS will not accept PDF documents with embedded security measures that
hamper future use or the copying and transformation needed for preservation. Please make sure you
follow the following requirements so that your thesis can be included in DRS:

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED STANDARDS FOR DRS DEPOSIT:
1. Remove any security restrictions (password, certificate, etc.) on the documents. These
restrictions could hamper future use or transformations of the documents, and can interfere
with screen readers. This is also a PDF/A requirement.
2. Embed and subset all document fonts, including the 14 standard Type 1 fonts (Times-Roman,
Times-Bold, Times-italic, Times-BoldItalic, Symbol, Helvetica, Helvetica-Bold, Helvetica-Oblique,
Helvetica-BoldOblique, Courier, Courier-CBold, Courier-Oblique, Courier-BoldOblique,
ZapfDingbats). Do not use fonts that can't be legally embedded.
3. Specify the natural language primarily used in the document. You can set the language for a
document in Acrobat Pro through File->Properties, Advanced Tab, then select a Language from
the pull-down list in the Reading Options section.
4. If it is important that the images in the PDF be high resolution, do not downsample (decrease
the number of pixels in) the images. Downsampling is an option in PDF optimizing but can lead
to poor quality images. Also, remember that a PDF/A requirement is that you not use
transparency in images.
5. For any hyperlinks in the document, write out the URIs, for example: AIIM International
(http://www.aiim.org) instead of AIIM International. Also, do not embed nor attach files to PDF
documents. Also, remember that a PDF/A requirement is that you not use the Launch, Sound,
Movie, ResetForm, ImportData, or any JavaScript actions.
6. Validate your PDFs. PDF validation is especially important when developing the creation work
flow for your PDF files so that you can verify that the tools and process you are using will result
in archival/preservable PDFs. (The Preflight tool within Adobe Acrobat Professional 9 is able to
find PDF errors not found by Adobe Acrobat Professional 8 nor JHOVE 1.1)
7. Improve your PDFs. Use a tool on your PDF files to convert them to a PDF/A format (if possible),
fix any problems with them, add metadata to the files, etc. Any conversions should replicate the
exact content and quality of the source document in the new document.
SUGGESTED
8. Add metadata. Embed metadata in your PDF documents. Some metadata will be automatically
added for you to the document by your PDF creation software. You can add additional metadata
manually per PDF or as part of a batch process. The following metadata is recommended:
 Title - either pdf:Title and/or dc:title and/or xmp:Title *
 Author - either pdf:Author and/or dc:creator and/or xmp:Author *
 Subject - either pdf:Subject and/or dc:description and/or xmp:Description *
 Keywords - pdf:Keywords and/or dc:subject and/or xmp:Keywords *
 Creator - either pdf:Creator and/or xmp:CreatorTool *
 Producer - pdf:Producer
 CreationDate - either pdf:CreationDate and/or xmp:CreateDate *
 ModDate - either pdf:ModDate and/or xmp:ModifyDate *
* When equivalent multiple metadata elements are present in a document (e.g. pdf:Title
and dc:title), their values should be equivalent.

*** See also the document entitled PDF CREATION EXAMPLES***

